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Article or Pictures?

"When once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will
always long to return."
— Famous aviation quote, source unverified.
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Share your aviation experiences with the rest of the
club.
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school
4) Our website continues to be updated with current calendar,
pictures and content due to Brett Goldsmith's personal initiative
5) We had several of our members achieve great heights in
competition, including Vicki Cruse winning the National
Unlimited Championship title and Norm DeWitt, and Todd
Whitmer earning a spot on the U.S. Advanced Aerobatic
Team
6) We produced an outstanding newsletter every month without fail, thanks to the hard efforts of Che Barnes
7) We added
23 new
members this
year and now
stand at 95
total members which I
believe continues to
make us the
largest chapFebruary—Dave Watson
ter in the
U.S. In a time when many Chapters around the country are
shrinking, it's great thing to see our Chapter growing, and not
by just a little, but by a substantial amount. A heartfelt
"welcome" to all of you who have joined us in the past year
and who continue to help keep the energy of our Chapter so
high.

President’s Post
Darren Pleasance

Happy holidays...
Although it's hard to believe another year has gone by, when I
checked my calendar it confirmed that indeed it had been 12
months since I last wrote a December Prez Post. I've also
noticed that my tolerance for flying the Laser early in the
morning has gone down
which means we must be
back to those frosty December days. I don't
know about you, but from
my vantage point, 2007
has been a fantastic
year. The momentum we
have as a Chapter and the
strength of the membership and leadership team
January 2007—pic by Rob
is outstanding and we
Marshall
once again achieved what
we'd set out to do this
year. To that end, let me recap a few of the notable accomplishments this year:

March—Ben Freelove and the Chapter

1) We hosted another terrific Paso Robles contest, under the
leadership of Tom Myers, with a turnout of ~55 pilots, including a huge Sportsman category which bodes well for the future of sport aerobatics
2) We had a fantastic turnout at all of our monthly Chapter
meetings due to the many interesting topics we had including
"advanced spins" from Ben Freelove, "flying the maneuvers"
from both Todd and Dave, "Designing a Free" using the new
OLAN program courtesy of Peter and many other great topics
hosted by our members.
3) We completed another successful Judges School due to the
hard efforts of Marilyn "I'll never do a judges school again"
Dash. who year after year pulls off a great Judges school despite every year saying it's her last time hosting a judges
-2-

For those who missed last month's Chapter meeting, we also
elected a slate of Officers and Directors that will lead us into
the new year. While some of the leadership remains the same
(I somehow got reelected Prez and Howard couldn't escape
the Treasurers position), we also welcome some new members to the Board including Andrew Connolly as Vice President, and Mike Eggen and Corey Lovell as a Directors, joining our other stalwart Board members including Peter Jensen,
Gordon Sorenson, Dave Watson, and Che Barnes. This group
should provide us with the energy and enthusiasm to make the
coming year even better. Many thanks to all of you who
agreed to serve in these positions to help keep our Chapter
flourishing.
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I'll outline some
aspirations for
the coming year
in next month's
newsletter, but I
suspect we'll
remain true to
our overall
themes of Safety,
Education, and
Fun. I'm also
sure that several things
April—Andrew and Dave
will come
true next year including our Chapter putting on a great contest
again under the leadership of Tom Myer, and I'm sure we'll
have several great fly-outs to
fun locations. We'll also plan
to have some new programs
for our monthly Chapter
meetings, and we'll continue
to seek to involve our existing
members as much as we can
while actively seeking new
members. All of this geared
towards keeping our Chapter
as strong and exciting a group
as we can be.
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tent wins throughout the skies of California, Arizona, Oregon,
Washington, and Texas. Thank you Howard for all your help
over the last few years.
4) Andrew Connolly: Andrew has
worked diligently
over the past year to
pull together multiple aerobatic practice sessions at each
of our three sites.
He's also been a
constant source of
encouragement and
energy to me and
the rest of our ChapPaso!
ter in
getting us involved in fun activities and events.
Of course we have many other individuals who
are contributing in a big way to keeping the
Chapter going and if I were to list everyone who
helps make our Chapter great, we’d need a much
longer newsletter. As such, let me just thank all of
the Board members, Officers, and members who
contribute time every month to keeping the Chapter fun and valuable to belong to. From keeping
the books straight, to contributing to monthly
meetings, to organizing critiquing sessions, to
rounding up folks to attend local contests, to simply showing your support every year by maintaining your membership, I’d
like to thank you all for
making my role as President quite easy and a lot
of fun.

May—Cory Lovell and Gary Evans
One thing that’s for sure is
that our Chapter wouldn’t be
nearly as strong as it is if it weren’t for the terrific volunteers we have that keep the Chapter running. While there
are many of our members that contribute in a variety of
ways, I would like to specifically acknowledge the contributions of several members who’ve gone above and beyond this year to make our Chapter great consistently,
every month. In particular:
I hope to see all of you at
1) Don Gutridge: Over the last couple of years, Don has
our Chapter meeting this
stepped up in multiple ways to make a huge difference in
coming Sunday at 4:00
our Club that many of you may not even be aware
p.m. where we'll have
of. Don was instrumental last year in us getting the Tracy
Jes Panzer share her adand New J boxes back and this year has teamed up with
ventures as one of the
June—Yuichi Takagi on the left
Graham Bird to lead more Community Outreach, includselect young pilots with
ing Young Eagles, as well as an inspiring Girl Scout
the Stars of Tomorrow.
Aviation Introduction day at Tracy last month.
2) Che Barnes: Che continues to take the lead in writing our
For those of you who missed my email earlier this month,
monthly newsletter and has done an outstanding job. This is a
we've decided to experiment this year by moving our annual
big effort and requires a lot of haranguing to get the content for
"holiday party" to January, rather than this month, so stay
the newsletter each month, but it's also one of the most importuned for the specific dates and time which I'll plan to get out
tant things we do to help keep us all connected so many
shortly.
"Thanks" to Che for continuing to carry the torch for us.
3) Howard Kirker: Howard has tirelessly worked behind the
Happy holidays and blue skies…
scenes to keep our Chapter going including being the most diligent Treasurer I've ever seen, a fantastic thought partner to me
- Darren
and the rest of the Board on the many challenging topics we
deal with every year, and a constant source of entertainment
and admiration as he guides his orange Great Lakes to consisDecember 2007
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Do You Have A Ticking Bomb in Your Lycoming?
Dave Watson
There is a memorable line from Top Gun in which Commander Metcalf is giving advice to Maverick which goes, “A
good pilot is compelled to always evaluate what happened, so
he can apply what he has learned.” As a pilot, I have tried to
take that to heart. After I had my maintenance ordeal with my
Super Decathlon back in 2002 (in which I reported my wing
root and fuel tank failure problems in Sport Aerobatics June
2005), I’ve taken that advice as a pilot and applied it as plane
owner too.
Back then, my hearty (but within limits) use of my Super D in
Intermediate cost me dearly and required major overhaul of
both wings despite my flying it [just] within placard limits. I
should have known better, a few of my friends running flight
schools with Super D’s cautioned against doing snaps with
them. But, I thought if I did them within limits I would be Ok.
It started with just a couple snaps here and there. Then I became obsessed with winning in Intermediate and I was doing
them routinely. My door occasionally came open, my spinner
was leaving circular scratches on the front of the cowl, yet on
I went snapping and routinely pulling to 6 g’s in pursuit of the
goal. My plane was talking, but I wasn’t listening. My wing
root fairing finally failed for the third time, which led to a
closer inspection of both wings – which ultimately ended in
total overhaul of both wings.
Consequently, I have maintained a possibly excessively diligent approach to my aircraft maintenance. I have routinely
done more than required when it comes to checking and
maintaining my aircraft. However, this year, things went to
heck with just a couple of seemingly minor oversights.
The engine in my Super D as been so good to me over my 8
years of ownership that she was still giving me back mostly
green oil after 25 hours of use. Also, it would only require
adding about one quart during any 25 hour period despite
being mostly used for Sportsman level aerobatic training and
competition. Never did I get even a morsel of metal from the
screens during oil changes. This engine was strong and running clean. And so, perhaps two years ago, I became complacent, too complacent to listen to the subtle warnings.
Per the recommendation of a few friends, I started removing
and inspecting the upper oil screen only during every other oil
change, and everything was fine until my January 07 annual
(the engine had only one thousand hours). At that time, we
performed a routine oil analysis, and the results came back
with elevated aluminum readings, but nothing was found in
the screens. The oil analysis company recommended another
analysis at the next oil change to verify the condition. By the
time I had received these oil analysis results, I was already
ready for my next oil change and “all was well with my
plane”.
Here is where I should have listened to Flight Commander

Metcalf’s advice, and done a thorough investigation right
then. But she was running great, what could be wrong? Several pilots were dependant on it for a contest, which started in
just two days. So the day before the contest, I dropped the
cowl, did a quick oil change (at 20 hours) without pulling the
upper oil screen (after all, this had just been done a few weeks
ago at annual!), and I sent in some oil for the recommended
analysis assuming all was well.
Over the next three weeks, I let 5 pilot-friends use my plane
in competition, and I let the local flight school use it for several hours of unusual attitude training for some foreign commercial pilots. We racked up another 25 hours in just a couple of weeks, and why not? She was running great, despite
the 2 quarts of oil she used at the contest!
The day after the flight school finished their use, I got the
results from the second oil analysis. They recommended
grounding the plane immediately! “How can this be?” she is
running as good as ever, I said to myself. That weekend, impatient to wait for a certified mechanic, I pulled my plugs,
borrowed a bore scope, and then proceeded to defecate in my
flight suit! Upon inspection, I found a major scouring in one
of the cylinder walls. My mechanic confirmed it and removed the cylinder a week later. To make a long, hideous
story shorter, it turns out one of my piston wrist-pin plugs
decided to start scouring the cylinder (photo 1) and had such
an affinity to the cylinder wall that it consumed itself completely in less than 50 hours.

Photo 1—Scouring marks found from wrist pin contact
Once the head of the wrist-pin plug was gone, the wrist pin
itself started wearing on the hardened cylinder, steel to steel.
What a mess! The amount of aluminum found in the screens
(photo 2) was mind boggling, yet this only accounted for a
fraction of the aluminum lost from the head of the wrist-pin
(Continued on page 5)
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During my discussions with Lycoming, I was told by a technician that complete failure of the pin plug is rare, but not such
an uncommon thing – hence the Service Instruction to swap
the designs. There are many Lycoming engines out there
flying that have a wrist-pin design that warrants replacement,
but Lycoming obviously must think they should make it to the
next overhaul and that routine oil analysis will pick it up.
Never was I aware of this ticking time bomb in my baby because Service Instructions are not distributed to owners. If
Lycoming suspects the design is deficient (if they aren’t, why
do they need replacement), why do they think they will last
until the next overhaul, mine completely filed in less than 50
hours)?
Photo 2– Contents found in all the oil screens

After several heated discussion with Lycoming, they claimed
no culpability and told me I was on my own. Well, over
$25,000 and an entire acro season later, she flies again. I
went conservative with a total engine overhaul which also
included replacement of the propeller governor (which had
chewed itself up from passing a few chunks of aluminum that
had gotten past the screens), oil cooler and all oil lines (to
preclude any resident iron or aluminum from contaminating
the new engine), four new cylinder assemblies with eight new
piston wrist-pin plugs and other miscellaneous items. All this
for a previously-identified deficiently-designed $8.50 wrist
pin plug that vaporized in my engine in less than 50 hours.

plug (see photo 3, plug on left was aft in the cylinder, plug on
right was on front and is missing its head).
Once again, I got varying advice from just replace the cylin-

So what’s my point, shit happens right! Well, should we have
taken just a few minutes to bore-scope my cylinders at the
1000 hour annual? Should I have taken another few minutes
and pulled the screen at the 25 hour oil change knowing I was
running high in aluminum? Should Lycoming have been
more diligent and put out an AD rather than the innocuous
Service Instruction? #!?k yes, to all the above! Should I
have been more diligent? Hindsight is 20-20, right? Would it
have made a difference, most certainly, yes. If at either of
these time points, I had done those simple things, maybe we
would have caught it, and it would have been an easy replacement of the wrist-pin plugs. But, with the excessively high
iron concentration in the oil (because the aluminum pin completely disintegrated and allowed steel on steel), I had to overhaul the engine and replace all the oil contact surfaces (hoses,
prop governor, and oil cooler). Fortunately, my cost was
nothing compared to the possible (human?) costs associated
with an in-flight failure of this engine resulting from a catastrophic failure of the cylinder. I consider myself lucky that it
didn’t let loose during a friends’ competition flight, ferrying it
over hilly areas, or during commercial use by a flight school.

Photo 3—Piston pin plug head wear
der assembly and flush the engine, to perform a total overhaul
with replacement of all oil hoses. I called Lycoming, and
they referred me to two Service Instructions (see Lycoming
web site for Service Instructions No. 1267C – Piston Pin Plug
Usage, and No 1492C – Piston Pin Plug Wear Inspection),
note these are not AD’s). SI 1267C requires replacement of
the original wrist pins installed on my aircraft (and many others) with a different design at the next major overhaul. According to the Service Instruction this is “To preclude the
possibility of mixing two different plugs in a cylinder and to
simplify plug replacement, at the next piston pin plug replacement, plug P/N LW-11775 should be replaced with P/N
72198.” SI 1492C, issued in July 2000, specifies “Field reports indicate an increase in incidents of abnormally worn
piston pin plugs in some units shipped after January 1, 1994.
Evidence of such wear can be detected by use of an oil filter
content inspection or spectrographic oil analysis.” Note that
the Service Instruction that suggests the replacement of one
design with another, does not give any mention of the
“increase in incidents of abnormally worn piston pin plugs.”
December 2007

My advice after this ordeal, don’t listen to conventional wisdom that permits cutting corners like skipping every other oil
screen inspection. When your plane starts talking, listen!
During that period, my engine used over twice the oil as
usual, but I had attributed it to hard flying! Bull-pucky! Nobody is flying that plane harder than I did back in 2000 when
I flew her in Intermediate, and she didn’t consume or throw
oil then. As well, she wasn’t just talking, she was yelling for
-5-
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help. In retrospect, I had noted (but also did not pay attention
to) that the recent exhaust staining on the white fuselage was
of a slightly different color and much harder to remove;
probably from the excess oil and metals getting past the rings.
I allowed my desire to keep my friends flying to overshadow
my instincts and convictions, fortunately nobody was hurt.
My lessons learned, when it comes to your airplane, listen to
conservative advice, and then be more conservative. If you
fly a Lycoming engine, obviously check all the AD’s, but
more importantly, schlogg your way though their less-thanuser-friendly web site and check on Service Instructions too.
You may just have a ticking time bomb too. Pulling my jugs
and replacing the $100 worth of deficient wrist-pins plugs
prior to failure would have saved me over $20,000 and five
months of down time. I wrote this article with hopes that you
can evaluate my mistakes and learn from them as I have,
again.

www.iac38.org

August—Delano

Happy flying,
- Dave

Learning through the experiences of others is an essential
safety habit of all pilots. I applaud everyone who gets the
word out about their own experiences out to the rest of us. It
certainly is easier to keep lessons to yourself.

September—Howard Kirker, Mike Eggen

Other such articles published this year include Howard
Kirker’s “Open Cockpit in a Laser” article in May 2007 and
Michael Flynn’s article about lost elevator control in a Pitts
(October 2007). One of the main purposes of this newsletter
is to serve as a venue for these safety oriented ideas.
If you have any such material, please write it up and send it
in! All past articles are available from the chapter website
(www.iac38.org).
- Editor
October—Borrego

November

July—Jim LeRoy
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IAC Chapter 38 Membership Application/Renewal Form
Name:

Spouse:

Address:

City:

State:

Home Phone:

Work Phone:

E-mail 1:

E-mail 2:

IAC #:

EAA #:

Zip:

EAA Expiration Date:

Certificate #:
 Regional

Judge:

 None

Competition:

 National
 Basic

 Sportsman

 Intermediate

Aircraft:

 Advanced
N #:

Referred By:
 Single Membership ($25/year)

Dues:

 Family Membership ($30/year)

Send with check, made payable to “International Aerobatic Club Chapter 38”, to:
Howard Kirker, IAC38 Treasurer - 2279 Ocaso Camino - Fremont, CA 94539

Next Meeting
Sunday, December 9th, 2007
4 PM
Attitude Aviation
Livermore Airport, CA.

Che Barnes
Editor, IAC 38
23800 State Hwy 16
Capay, CA. 95607
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